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basis (not mined); and that all species should be
preserved for possible future use (the main-
tenance of genetic diversity). The tbrust of the
presentation was that our goal should be to
preveot th€ loss of a:ry species so that we and fu-
ture generations maintain the option of using
(practical value) and/or enjoying them (quality of
life). This is, of course, an anthropocentric view
of natue conservation but the moral view that
species should be preserved for their own sake
was also discussed.

Burbidge also stated that as conservation and
land mrnrgers and researchers we ueed to be
aware tbat we are dealing with extremely complex
ccosystems and that we do not know the conse-
quences of most of our actions. This poiat was
also raised and discussed by Hobbs and Under-
wood, In order to minimize detrimental effects
of malagement we should be both conservative
and conservationist in our approach. To manage
successfully we need to adopt aa environmental
ethic and implement a conserver approach to out
use of resources. If we, as public servants, are to
be successful ia this ain we must ensue that a
conservation ethic is embraced by the public as
well as our o*n staff. A major step towards this
goal would be to ensure that staff devote at least
a tenth of their time towards educating the public
about ecological values and the importance of
maaaging our biological resources so that they
will be available in perpetuity.

Hobbs started by presenting a view of rEsearch
and management sometimes propounded by
critics: management goes on in isolation ta.king no
account of research results arrd research is largely
irrelevant, takitrg no account of the needs of
managers. He went on to show that this view,
which is still held by some managers and research
workers, is totally out of step with the real world
where managers use ecological theories in almost
every biological management decision they make.
These theories have been developed by relevant
research which has then been applied, Hobbs
pointed out that there is a ueed for greater
cooperation between researchers and nanagers
so that theoretical developments may go hand ia
haad with practical requiremonts. Researchers
need to make sure that matragers are kept in-
formed of recent developments in ecological
theory and practice, and point out the limitations
of curr€nt theory where necessary.

Hobbs also pointed out that biological systems
are extremely complex and that ecolog5r is a

science in its infancy. Often, something being
manipulated is but a part of a more extensivc
ecosystem. It is becoming increasingly obvious
that we need to manage ecological units ia their
entirety. An added complication is that a single
€cosystem may cross several legal or political
boundaries.

Underwood stated that managers have very
limited knowledge on which to base decisions.
Regardless of their lack of knowledge, they must
manage. He proposed a series of steps to mird-
mize the risks associated with managing io uncer-
tainty (an issue that came up several times during
subsequent discussions). He reinforced Bur-
bidge's "conservative and conservationist" ap-
proach to maaagement by statiag that we should
seek to oppose (or defer) interventions in ecosys-
lems where the outcome is uncertain.
ThE need for clearly uaderstood objectives was

stressed by Underwood as was the need for a
method for allocati:rg priorities (a point raised by
10 ofthe 12 discussion groups [Table 1]). He sug-
gested that integation of research and manage-
ment is best fostered by using multidisciplinary
teams, inproving research extension, effectively
communicating research results, involving re-
searchers in management and holding subject-
specific workshops like the one reported here.

Underwood stated that managers are suspicious
of scientific theories that have not been thorough-
ly tested and that managers are dependent on re-
search workers to clariS the distinction berween
fact and hyprothesis. He pointed out that most
managers (particularly those in large, complex
regions) simply do not have the time to see the
scientific literature and keep up with and in-
tegrate rosearch findings.

Three important poiats regarding research were
raised by Underwood: effective research direc-
tion is the direct responsibility of the research
scientist and his/hEr director and it is up to them
to eusure the work is relevant; those responsible
for the direction of research should ensure that
research staff spend part of their time on exteu-
sion work; and managers can conduct usefi ex-
periments as part of their management activities.

The main issues raised by the 12 discussion
groups are shown on Table 1.

The first two groups discussed the initiation of
research and the process of carrying it through to
management. This involves the identification of
areas for research, settiag priorities for the work
identified and ensuring that results are actually
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applied. Walker's group felt that research
projects should be identified by all parts of an or-
ganization and will be dictated by organizational
objectives, while Merctr's group believed that a
list of poteotial projects has to be drawn up' Pos-
sible research projects can come lrom many sotu-
ces, including outside bodies (other organizations
and the public) as well as organization staff. The
list should be widely circulated as it may act to
focus on the needs of the organization and attract
outside interests to work on some of tle
problems. Potential projects need to be screened
and priorities set so that resources can be allo-
cated. Walker's group listed criteria that could
be used to set priorities. These related mainly to
avoiding potential degrading chalges to the
ecosystoms being managed.

Both Walker's and Mercer's groups believed
that integration between policy makers, re-
searchers and managers was necessary for efE-
cient prosecution of research of relevance to
managers. They stressed that communication is
an essential part of this process with publication
of research results an absolute necessity to dis'
seminate information and to allow for evaluation
of research staff and their work.

Walker's group stated that the onus for effective
communication lies with the research worker who
should be involved in communication at all levels:
with peers, managers, planners, policy nalers
ald tie public. Mercer's group thought that ex-
tension ofhcers could be a useful adjunct here,

Both groups believed that research workers
must be involved in tle formulation and review of
management prescriptions and in the monitoring
of the effects of management. Their involvement
would foster more effrcient integration of re-
search and management as research wotkers
would have a stake in the results and would be
less insulated from the "real world".

The next two discussion groups mulled over the
topic of biogeography and its use for setting
priorities for management. Basically, both groups
stated that biogeographical studies were of use
for setting management priorities, but some par-

ticipanu felt that the topic was out of place in the
workshop - an interesting view since it was the
only topic which elplored an accepted ecological
theory and its relevance to management'
McKenzie's group sumned up by stating that the
setting of priorities for management should have
a rational biological base; the more relevant and
better the available data, the more effective the

decisions are likely to be. This topic also raised
the issue of the relative merits of autocological
versus slnecological studies, an issue discussed
firther by Wilson's goup.

The topic of management in unce ainty and the
possibility of adopting an experimental approach
to management was explored by Start's and Peet's
groups. The former group stated that record
keeping is essential so that others may benefit
from the results of management experiments' At
present in CALM records ale not k€pt in a struc'
tured way that allows others access to this infor-
mation. Staff change and memories blur, with the
inevitable consequonce that information is lost or
distorted. An efficient system for recording, stor'
ing and retrieving marag€ment decisions nust,
threfore, be developed. The group also felt that
monitoring is important for gathering data for
solving maaagement problems or reviewing
management prescriptions,

The issue of the anount of latitude allowed to
mafirgers was raised by Peet's group; it may be
broad for issues like fire but narrow for issues
fiftg mining or other forms of exploitation. In-
fluences from outside the managing organization
may be strong and constraiq managgment
decisions. Cognizance must be taken of all such
influences and actions may be needed to counter
their effects. For management in uncertainty to
be a success, flexibility is required so that
managers may teact to various 21d glrnging sitM-
tions. Erernal influence may reduce flexibility;
so does inertia in the organization. Inertia is a
product of various factors including over-
specialization of staff, over-commitment to low
priority task or a large back log of work. To
counter inertia, staff and the public should be ia-
volved in dg5igning management plans, thus
developing a sense of ownership ' an important
point for fostering an environmental ethic.

Two groups, led by Hopkins and Arnol4 ad-
dressed the question of whether monitoring is of
any use in the integration of research and nanage-
ment. Hopkins'group agreed that monitoring
has considerable potential for the integration of
research and management, but because managers
already feel over-conmitte4 it may not be of
practical valuo. Many managers believe that they
are unable to take on fiuther responsibitties,
despite recognizing the importance of monitoring.
The group endorsed the concept of pilot monitor-
ing projects in CALM of perhaps two per
management distdct and suggested that a full-
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help an organization achieve its objectives, The
environmental ethic and the org,anization's role in
fostering this discussed. The absence of an en-
vironmental ethic in much of the community
means that there is no effective lobby group for
nature conservation lands, a fact which makes it
difficult to allocate adequate resources to the
management of biological systems. Outside in-
fluences were regarded as important enough to
rate (by some of the group) as the first of the
criteria to be used for setting priorities.
However, applying such a criterion above all
others will nean that the organization may be en-
tirely reactive in its mAnagement arrd have con-
stantly changing priorities. This point higfiligh6
the importalce of having cleady stated oryafiz -

tional objectives to provide stability of direction
in the face of changing e$ernal influences as well
as the necessity of organizations exerting a posi-
tive influence oD their e)dernal environment. The
group saw the setting of priorities as a critical
step in ensuring the most efficient use of resour-
ces; a step that becomes evon more important
when resourc€s are dininishing. Underlying all
of the above x1g ths llaining and persontrel
management progranr operating within the or-
ganization. If these are poorly developed or not
relelant then the organization will be incapable
of fu nctioning ef Eciendy.

DrscusstoN
f, a environmental conservation or land ethic.

raThe issue of fostering an environmental or
conservation ethic in the community to promote
tlhe iyranegement of biological systems was raised
several times during the workshop, but no defini-
tioa of such an ethic was given. We discuss it
here because we believe it underpins our manage-
ment and research and we should be clear about
our beliefs.

The World Conservation Stategy (1980) defines
conservation as:

"The management of hunan use of the bio-
sphere so that it Day yield the greatest sus-
tainable benefrt to present generations while
maint,ining its potential to meet the needs of fu-
ture generations. Thus conservation is positive,
embracing preservation, rnaintenance, sustainable
utilization, restoration, and the enhancement of
the naoral environment. Living resource conser-
vation is sp€cifrcally concprned with plants,
enirnals and microorganisms, and with those non-
living elements of the environment on which th€y

depend. Living resources have two important
properties the combination of which distinguishes
them from non-living resources: they are renew-
able if conserved; and they are destructible if not".

The word Elb& is defined in the Ordord English
Dictionary as a set of principles or morals, rulss
of conduct, concepts of rigbt and wrong.

Aldo Leopold (1949) oudined his concept of a
land ethic after stating tiat there was no ethic
dealing with ma.n's relation to land and its biota:

'Ihe lard ethic simply edarges the boundaries
of the community to include soils, waters, plants,
and animals, or collectively the land.

"This sounds simple: do we not already sing of
our love for and obligation to the land of the free
and the home of the brave? Yes, but just what
and whom do we love? Certainly not the soil
which we are sending helter-skelter downriver.
Certainly not the waters, which we assume have
no function except to driat water gardens, turn
turbin$, float boats and carry off sewerage. Cer-
tainly not the plants, of which we exterminate
whole conmunities without batfing an eyelid,
Certainly not the animals, of which we have al-
ready e*irpated many of the largest and most
beautiful species.

"A land ethic of course cannot prevent the al-
teration, management, and use of these 'resour-

ces', but it does af6rn their right to continued ex-
istence, and, at least in some spots, their con-
tinued existence in the natural statc.

"In short, a la.:rd ethic changes the tole of Homo
sapiens ftom conqueror of the land-community to
plain nember and citizen of it. It implies respect
for his fellow-members, and also respect for the
community as such."

The ethic should also promote the maintenance
of life-support systems for rhis and future genera-
tions - the ability of the biosphere to withstand
change is clearly linited. Leopold expressed this
view succincdy by witi"g that (A thing is right
when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability,
and beauty of the biotic community. It is rflrcng
when it tends otherwise".

If we accept this slhig we are charged with
promoting "the care of 'natural resources' and
their protection from depletion, waste and
danage, so that they will be readily at hand
through perpetuity" (Liviryston 1981). This is an
awesome task and a guide to achieving it is sW-
gested by Devall and Sessions (1985).

"Furthermore, in order to insure the com-
patibfity of interim measures with long-range
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proportion of time at the workshop and several
points were aired. The subject of integration was
discussed by Hopkins and Saunders (1987' fig. 5)
and they advocated a change in the role of plan'
ners, managers and researchers. plrnning shottld
include assessment and analysis of information
and prescription of naaagement procedures.
Management should include implementation of
management plans and establishment of sites to
monitor the effectiveness of management.
Research should include helping managers with
the design and interpretation of experimental and
monitoring prograrns. Hopkins arrd Sautrders
viewed nonitoring and re-evaluation as key fac-
tors for successfrrl integration. This means that
every management action is assessed and the
results fed back into the information base so
there is a gradual irnprovement of knowledge
about the systems being managed.

The objoctives of the organization must be clear-
ly state4 understood and agreed on. Without
clear objectives it is impossible to allocate
priorities and" without a system for allocating
priorities, available resources are not efficiently al-
located to tasks. Objectives and priorities must
be uaderstood throughout the organization and
be accepted by the community on whose beha.lf
the organization is acting. Having agreed on
priorities, a multidisciplinary team approach to
plrnning ald management is atr effective way to
male the most efficient use of human resources.
The team approach uses individual skills to
achieve objectives and it is imperative that all
members communicate with each other and keep
themselves informed about advances in their
field.

The onus should be on all managers, planners
and researchers to keep abreast of the curent
literature and draw others' attention to articles of
relevance. This can be done informally by circula-
tion of papers, or more formally by organizing
workshops around particular papers, ideas,
theories, etc. It should not be the sole respon-
sibility of the reseatch worker, as suggested by
some discussion groups - policy makers' planners
and operations staff have an equal responsibility
to ensure that they retain and improve their
professional knowledge. We are not arguing that
researchers should not tale the initiative in help-
ing managers keep abreast of adva:rces ' research
sciontists will speud moro tine keeping up with
the scientific literature than managers and are
more likelv to come across articles of interest.

Accountabilitv. Given the importanco of the
task facing all those hvolved in managing biologi-
cal resources (policy malers, managers, planners
aad researchors) and the inadequate resources
available, it is imperative that mechanisms are
developed to ensure that resources are used effi-
ciently. The prospects of an organization meeting
the goals and objectives it has set depends on the
nature of those objectives, the setting of
priorities, the amount of available resources and
the quality of its staff. All four are vitally impor-

tant. The first thee were discussed at lengtl at
the workhop but the quality of staff and their
direction received little attention - monitoring of
individual performance is as necessary as nonitor-
ing biological systems.

There is a tendency in large orgalizations for in'
dividuals to be insulated from the consequences
of their actions as they calr shelter under the "cor-

oorate umbrella". Staff need to be aware that
ihey are accountable for their actions. As land
and conservation management organizations we
are trust€es of connunity assets ard the com-
munity has the right to question us about our
goals and the use of their resourcos. Individuals
within tho organization need to be acrouotablo
both to the organization and to the public.
Mechanisms are needed to assess individual per-
formance in the light of corporate objectives and
accountability. Such mechanisms should make it
easier to redirect and traitr staff where nec€ssary
as well as counteracting the inertia inherent in
large organizations.

coNcLUsroNs
theory and the
ecosystens was

we believe it

nrhe workshop on ecological
r biologlcal management of

very successful. In particular
achieved the following results.

1.It provided a forum where policy malers, plan-
ners, managers and research scientists could ex-
change ideas and discuss common goals.

2.It identified important issues and problems
that these groups felt needed solving.

3.It went some way to fostering a better under-
standing of the roles of the various gtoups and
the problems they face.

Major outcomes of the workhop are listed
below,

l.More tine should be committed to fosterirg a
land ethic in land maragement and research agen-
cies as woll as in the comraunity.
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